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The Quran is among the most influential books in the history of literature, and is a
source of Islam. This translation by Sir Yusuf Ali is one of the most widely known and
used in the English-speaking world.
This book by Sufi scholar and thinker Ahmed Hulusi explores the holistic elements that
are at the core of the formation of human beings. What are the factors that effect our
composition, what must we do to achieve a higher, more enlightened state of existence,
what awaits us in the ever after... Great emphasis and analysis is made on understanding
the human brain as a means to deciphering the human enigma as well as the resulting
effects of religious practices on the brain and their vehemence. Like all of his works,
this book has been written for curious minds that wonder what their place is within this
infinite existence.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see
the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the
work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages,
poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public.
We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
A New Translation and Commentary
Epigraphia Carnatica: Coorg inscriptions
Dynamics of Values, Power, and Change
Ten-year Supplement, 1956-1965
Quran Arabic English Translation
New Age Purohit Darpan: Kali Puja
A classic, the baby name countdown (over 120,000 copies sold) is now fully revised and updated for the first
time in a decade. Featuring more names than any other guide and based on more than 2.5 million birth records,
the book includes brand-new data, a new introduction, a revised section on the most popular baby names of the
past year and decade, and updated popularity ratings throughout. Discover at a glance the most popular given
names from each decade of the 20th and 21st centuries, meanings and origins of the 3,000 top names, and
thousands of rare and exotic monikers. Whether your taste in names is trendy, traditional, or international, The
Baby Name Countdown is the ideal resource for every parent searching for the perfect name.
The Holy Quran: English Translation of the Meanings
The Meaning of Surah 24 An-Nur The Light (La Luz) From Holy Quran (El Sagrado Corán) Bilingual Edition English
And Spanish. Surah An-Nur (The Light) is the 24th sura of the Qur'an with 64 ayat. The general agreement of
scholars is that this sura was revealed shortly before or after the Battle of the Trench in 5 AH. The surah begins
with various explanations and decrees on or relating to corrupt sexual acts, family law, and specifications on the
giving of testimony. Foremost amongst these rulings is God's punishment for adultery. This section ends with
the pronouncement that good men and women should be paired together, as should corrupt men and corrupt
women. This discussion turns into reflections on privacy and modesty, namely of hosts and women. Contained
herein are several regulations and explanations of modesty, most directly lines traditionally used to argue for
the wearing of hijab. After these prohibitions are cast for women, the text turns towards men, asking them not
to oppress slavegirls into prostitution, and to marry those women who need husbands, despite their poverty.
After a second statement of the Quran's status as a clear sign from Allah SWT, the famed Ayat an-Nur appears.
This is often referred to as "the Light Verse", or "the Parable of Light", a mystical group of lines that has been
the subject of much scholarship and reflection. "Allah is the Light of the heavens and the earth. The parable of
His light is as if there were a niche and within it a lamp: the lamp enclosed in glass: the glass as it were a
brilliant star: lit from a blessed tree, an olive, neither of the east nor of the west, whose oil is well-nigh
luminous, though fire scarce touched it: Light upon Light! Allah doth guide whom He will to His light: Allah doth
set forth parables for men: and God doth know all things."
Sages and Commoners in Late Antique ʼEreẓ Israel
A Life of Yohanan Ben Zakkai
English Translation
The Study Quran
General Catalogue of Printed Books
The Power of Prayer (Channeling Brain Waves Through Dhikr)

An accessible and accurate translation of the Quran that offers a rigorous analysis of
its theological, metaphysical, historical, and geographical teachings and backgrounds,
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and includes extensive study notes, special introductions by experts in the field, and is
edited by a top modern Islamic scholar, respected in both the West and the Islamic world.
Drawn from a wide range of traditional Islamic commentaries, including Sunni and Shia
sources, and from legal, theological, and mystical texts, The Study Quran conveys the
enduring spiritual power of the Quran and offers a thorough scholarly understanding of
this holy text. Beautifully packaged with a rich, attractive two-color layout, this
magnificent volume includes essays by 15 contributors, maps, useful notes and annotations
in an easy-to-read two-column format, a timeline of historical events, and helpful
indices. With The Study Quran, both scholars and lay readers can explore the deeper
spiritual meaning of the Quran, examine the grammar of difficult sections, and explore
legal and ritual teachings, ethics, theology, sacred history, and the importance of
various passages in Muslim life. With an introduction by its general editor, Seyyed
Hossein Nasr, here is a nearly 2,000-page, continuous discussion of the entire Quran that
provides a comprehensive picture of how this sacred work has been read by Muslims for
over 1,400 years.
This latest edition of Discovering the Qur'an includes a new preface by the author. Used
by students around the world as a reliable guide to reading a translation of the Qur'an,
it shows how the Qur'an is experienced by Muslims, describing the rhythmic and rhyme
scheme structures, the context in which it is heard, the part played by learning by
heart, and the importance of calligraphy. It is also about the Qur'an and its
relationship to Muhammed, as well as helping to divine the ordering of the surahs or
chapters. In an English-speaking world newly sensitized to Islam and its believers,
Discovering the Qur'an will be an invaluable tool to greater understanding.
The Qur'an is the holy book for Muslims, revealed in stages to the Prophet Muhammad over
23 years. Qur'anic revelations are regarded by Muslims as the sacred word of God,
intended to correct any errors in previous holy books such as the Old and New Testaments.
A Manual of Pahlavi
The Reconstruction of Its Phonology and Parts of Its Lexicon and Morphology
Encyclopaedia of Scientific Units, Weights and Measures
The Baby Name Countdown
Tajweed For Beginners,
Focalóir Gaoidhilge-Sax-bhéarla; or, An Irish-English dictionary [by J. O'Brien].
There are about 80,000 words in the Quran but the actual words are only around 2000!!! This could also be
termed as one of the many miracles of the Quran. Accordingly, if a reader decides to learn only 10 new words
every day, he can understand the basic message of the Quran within a period of seven months! So it is indeed
very easy to understand the Quran, provided one is willing to learn it. This word-for-word translation may not be
considered as an addition to the existing translations, but an attempt to equip the reader to understand the
revelation directly from the Arabic text; thus it will Insha-Allah be a very useful tool for those who are willing to
study the Quran and try to understand it. A beginner can bear in mind the meanings of each Arabic word provided
right below it. Since many words are repeated in the Quran, the student will find for himself that within a few
months of regular study, he is indeed able to understand the Quran through the text itself. It may also be pointed
out that a beginner does not have to, in the start itself, be worried about learning extensive grammar or how to
speak the Arabic language. In fact, one has to develop vocabulary before learning grammar for the following
reasons: * A child first learns words and then starts linking them together. We speak our mother tongue fluently
without ever learning the grammatical rules. That is to say, we learn it by repeatedly listening to the words. *
Learning extensive grammar before improving vocabulary is like putting the cart before the horse. Or it is like
learning different styles of swimming by moving hands in the air inside a swimming pool without water. One has
to fill the swimming pool with water (i.e., increase vocabulary) and then learn to swim (i.e., to connect the words
with grammatical rules).
"Approaching the Qur'an captures the complexity, power, and poetry of the early suras, or chapters, of the Qur'an,
the sacred scripture of Islam. Michael Sells presents brilliant translations of the short, hymnic suras associated
with the first revelations to the Prophet Muhammad. In the second edition, Sells offers a new translation and
commentary on the Sura of the Compassionate (al-Rahmān), which holds a special place within Islamic devotion
and literature. Additionally, a new preface addresses the ongoing controversy over teaching about Islam and the
Qur'an in Americna universities."--Publisher.
This book is compiled with the goal of explaining the hidden history, significance, and meaning of the mantras
used in common Hindu puja rituals performed by the Bengalis to the Bengali immigrants.
The Glorious Quran Word-for-Word Translation to Facilitate Learning of Quranic Arabic
Discovering the Qurʼan
A New Malagasy-English Dictionary
Proto Malayic
Their SI Equivalences and Origins
The Holy Qur'an

This is a new release of the original 1939 edition.
It is an overwhelming experience of perfection and beauty to witness the "oneness," i.e., the "reality," perceived as
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intuition or "revelation" by those in the past and relayed through allegories and metaphors, arriving at the same truth
with scientific findings.. As exquisitely and descriptively as one may talk about "What beauty is," ultimately its
meaning can be as diverse and numerous as its admirers. Yet no matter how infinitely various its expressions and
experience may be, the concept of beauty will always remain one. In a much similar way, although God can be defined
in as many different ways as His manifestations, by essence He is One. It is this Oneness, expressed in diverse ways,
hence bringing about the seeming multiplicities, that is denoted by the title The Observing One. In other words, the
Observing One is the essence of all the multitudinous manifestations in the corporeal world, and His infinitely various
expressions is His act of observing Himself. This act of observing, according to Ahmed Hulusi, is what each individual
should strive to experience. That is, to experience God, one must realize the illusionary nature of the constructed self
and disable its interference, thereby becoming a conduit of God's interminable acts. Ahmed Hulusi profoundly
deconstructs both the idea of a God up in the heavens, and His representative deities on earth, and urges his readers
to embark on an inward quest to discover "God within." Compiled mostly of recorded conversations made in 1989, this
book is a notable example of the author's ingenious and unconventional construal of classical religious teachings.
Anyone, who has a spiritual yearning and an appetite for mysticism and who at the same time is an unfaltering
intellectualist, is bound to enjoy reading this book. Integrating Islamic theology, in particular the esoteric teachings of
Sufism, with the findings of modern science, this book enables the reader to observe the universe within. A few things
the reader should take into consideration while reading this book: 1. Although God transcendentally surpasses any
gender, the masculine pronoun 'He' has been employed in this book, not only because using 'It' would be
inappropriate and disrespectful, but also because 'He' is the closest realistic translation of the Arabic word 'Hu', which
has no connotation of gender when used in reference to the Divine. 2. The Names of God referenced throughout the
book should not be understood as titles of God, but rather as the intrinsic qualities of the Essence of existence from
which the infinite modalities of the manifest world are derived. Allah, being the Supreme Name, encompasses all of
these qualities and attributes -both the manifest and the unexpressed- and is used in this book to denote this reality,
rather than "a god" out there that is separate from the cosmos. In this light, the word God is deliberately avoided in
this book and the original name Allah, as mentioned in the Quran, is used instead. However, just as it is true for the
word "God," the word "Allah" also holds predetermined notions of "an external god" and this is inescapable for many
people. Due to this, the author frequently uses phrases like "the existence that is denoted by the name Allah" to draw
the readers' attention to the fact that Allah is merely a name indicating an infinite existence beyond all preconceived
and preconditioned ideas. Thus, it is this existence that the reader is encouraged to contemplate, in reference to the
name Allah.
Jadilah! pungkas Dewata. * Dewata memberi tanda balo pada kulit mereka, agar mereka bisa merenungi
kesalahan masa lalu. Leluhur mereka yang diutusNya, memercayai roh yang Ia ciptakan sebagai tipuan. Hal itu sengaja
Ia lakukan untuk menguji mental dan kesetiaan mereka. Dewata kecewa, sebab Ia menghendaki terciptanya semesta,
agar mereka menggunakan akal dan tak berpaling. Dewata juga menghendaki mereka beranak pinak agar semakin
banyak golongan mereka menyembah kepadaNya. *** Kata Pengantar Buku dengan tema likalitas ini ditulis oleh
Alfian Dippahatang, salah satu penulis yang sedang terbit dari Timur Indonesia. Buku-bukunya, kumpulan puisi
Semangkuk Lidah (2016), kumpulan puisi Dapur Ajaib (2017), novel Kematian Anda yang Tak Sia-sia (2018), kumpulan
cerpen Bertarung dalam Sarung (2019) merupakan longlist Kusala Sastra Khatulistiwa 2019, kumpulan puisi Jari
Tengah (2020), dan novel Manusia Belang (2020) meraih Pemenang III Sayembara Novel Penerbit Basabasi 2019.
Diundang di Makassar International Writers Festival 2018, Majelis Sastra Asia Tenggara 2018, Festival Sastra
Yogyakarta 2019, dan Residensi Penulis 2019 atas dukungan Komite Buku Nasional ke Prancis.
The Holy Quran: English Translation of the Meanings
Approaching the Qur án
Arabic Text with Translation and Commentary
Inscriptions at Sravana Belgola: A Chief Seat of the Jains
The Meaning of Surah 24 An-Nur The Light (La Luz) From Holy Quran (El Sagrado Corán) Bilingual Edition English
Spanish
Historical Phonology of Old Indo-Aryan Consonants
Includes entries for maps and atlases.
The Quran is the sacred text of Islam. For Muslims, it is the word of the one God. The Quran was
revealed to the last prophet and messenger Muḥammad ( )دمحمfrom the year 610 until his death in 632 by
the angel Gabriel ()ليربج. According to the Quran, Allah is the author of all the sacred books of the
three monotheistic religions that are Islam, Christianity, and Judaism. He thus revealed the Gospel to
the penultimate prophet Jesus and the Torah to the prophet Moses. We read thus in verse 3 of sura 3: "He
brought down on you the Book (the Quran) with the truth, confirming the Books descended before him. And
He brought down the Torah and the Gospel". However, Islam considers that with the exception of the
Quran, all the holy books have been falsified by man. Verse 75 of Sura 2 goes in this direction: "Well, do you hope [Muslims] that such people [the Jews] will share your faith with you? while a group of
them; after having heard and understood the word of Allah, knowingly falsified it. "This present work is
a translation into English of the meaning of the verses of the Quran made by Maulana Wahiduddin Khan.
Duas your children can recite at various times through the day, in simple rhyming text that is easy on
the ears. Islamic Children's Books on the Quran, the Hadith, and the Prophet Muhammad, kids books games
gifts activities puzzles on akhlaq Arabic learning and moral values, stories of sahabah, bestselling
children's books by Goodword to teach the glory of Allah, islamic school books
A Dictionary, Hindūstānī and English
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A Glossary of Islamic Terms
Papers in Austronesian Linguistics
The Meaning of the Quran
The Early Revelations
140,000 Popular and Unusual Baby Names

Mankind has a fascination with measurement. Down the centuries we have produced a
plethora of incompatible and duplicatory systems for measuring everything from the width
of an Egyptian pyramid to the concentration of radioactivity near a nuclear reactor and
the value of the fine structure constant. With the introduction first of the metric
system and of its successor the Système International d'Unités (SI), the scientific
community has established a standard method of measurement based on only seven core
units. The Encyclopaedia of Scientific Units, Weights and Measures converts the huge
variety of units from all over the world in every period of recorded history into units
of the SI. Featuring: - An A - Z of conversion tables for over 10,000 units of
measurements. - Tables of the fundamental constants of nature with their units. Listings of professional societies, and national standardization bodies for easy
reference. - An extensive bibliography detailing further reading on the multifarious
aspects of measurement and its units. This huge work is simply a "must have" for any
reference library frequented by scientists of any discipline or by those with historical
interests in units of measurement such as archaeologists.
The Yerushalmi's Portrayal of the Deroma?ei -- Chapter Four: Other Local Traditions -Similar Terms, Similar Identities? -- The Beishana?ei and Mugdela?ei -- The ?innavra?ei
-- The Townspeople of Beit Shean, Haifa, and Tiv?on -- The ?ura?ei -- The Qappodqa?ei of
Sepphoris -- Summary -- Commoners by Another Name -- Excursus: Villagers and Village
Sages -- Chapter Five: Horei, Derash, and Related Terms: What (If Anything) They Tell Us
about the World of the Rabbis -- Introducing and Announcing: Hinhig and k/r/z -Directing and Instructing: Mefaqqed and Horei -- Expounding: Derash.
"Prayer is the weapon of a believer." - Muhammad (saw) Prayer is the act of actualizing
one's wants through the divine powers present within. There is of course a scientific
explanation to this act. Essentially prayer is 'guided brain waves.' Just as the
dimension of knowledge transforms into energy and the quantum field to form the universe,
the wants and desires of consciousness emanate from the dimension of knowledge to reveal
themselves as the wants and desires of man and become actualized through the
densification of guided brain waves. Due to this, the stronger the concentration level,
the faster the response will be to the prayer. "And he who turns away from My dhikr (the
absolute reality of which I have reminded him), indeed, he will have a restricted life
(limited by the conditions of his body and mind), and We will resurrect him as blind in
the period of Doomsday." Quran 20:124 Since only a very small percentage of the brain is
employed while a large part of brain capacity remains unused, dhikr allows the activation
of this larger percentage. The bio-electrical energy produced in specific regions in the
brain via dhikr spreads to other regions and activates the dormant cells thereby
increasing brain activity. Whatever the dhikr is about, the frequency corresponding to
that meaning is emanated to the cells and thus brain capacity relevant to that particular
meaning is increased.
A Philological Inquiry Into Local Traditions in Talmud Yerushalmi
Manusia Belang
The Human Enigma
The Renewal - Islam and The New Age
Essential Unity of All Religions
It is a great favor of Allah that many Muslims are nowadays more inclined to read and understand the Holy Qur'an.
Alhamdulillah, the number of such people is increasing. In order to encourage as well as help such readers of the Holy
Qur'an, I compiled the difficult words of the Qur'an in the form of a book in Urdu, titled Aasaan Lughatul Qur'an (Easy
Dictionary of Qur'an) and published it as a dictionary way back in 1952. In this dictionary, words were placed in order of
their occurence in the Surahs of the Qur'an, avoiding those words which were repeated. For example, the words AlifLaam-Meem of Surah al-Baqarah come first and those of Surah aale-Imran come next, and so on.
Some find solace in repeating the past and some renew themselves at every instance.Renewal, constant renewal, is a
blessing bestowed upon only a rare minority!To mercilessly question everything and to re-evaluate ones entire database
with every new bit of information... To be in a state of contemplation at all times... This is the way of the one who has
reached the consciousness of being a HUMAN.This book has been written for minds that wonder what their place is
within this infinite existence. How happy for me if I could be of any service to those that research, question and
contemplate!
In his objective study of the texts, Maurice Bucaille clears away many preconceived ideas about the Old Testament, the
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Gospels and the Qur'an. He tries, in this collection of Writings, to separate what belongs to Revelation from what is the
product of error or human interpretation. His study sheds new light on the Holy Scriptures. At the end of a gripping
account, he places the Believer before a point of cardinal importance: the continuity of a Revelation emanating from the
same God, with modes of expression that differ in the course of time. It leads us to meditate upon those factors which, in
our day, should spiritually unite rather than divide- Jews, Christians and Muslims. As a surgeon, Maurice Bucaille has
often been in a situation where he was able to examine not only people's bodies, but their souls. This is how he was
struck by the existence of Muslim piety and by aspects of Islam which remain unknown to the vast majority of nonMuslims. In his search for explanations which are otherwise difficult to obtain, he learnt Arabic and studied the Qur'an. In
it, he was surprised to find statements on natural phenomena whose meaning can only be understood through modern
scientific knowledge. He then turned to the question of the authenticity of the writings that constitute the Holy Scriptures
of the monotheistic religions. Finally, in the case of the Bible, he proceeded to a confrontation between these writings and
scientific data. The results of his research into the Judeo-Christian Revelation and the Qur'an are set out in this book.
This book is one of the many Islamic publications distributed by Ahlulbayt Organization throughout the world in different
languages with the aim of conveying the message of Islam to the people of the world. Ahlulbayt Organization
(www.shia.es) is a registered Organization that operates and is sustained through collaborative efforts of volunteers in
many countries around the world, and it welcomes your involvement and support. Its objectives are numerous, yet its
main goal is to spread the truth about the Islamic faith in general and the Shia School of Thought in particular due to the
latter being misrepresented, misunderstood and its tenets often assaulted by many ignorant folks, Muslims and nonMuslims. Organization's purpose is to facilitate the dissemination of knowledge through a global medium, the Internet, to
locations where such resources are not commonly or easily accessible or are resented, resisted and fought! In addition,
For a complete list of our published books please refer to our website (www.shia.es) or send us an email to info@shia.es
Volume 1 Juz 1-10
The Observing One
The Bible, the Qur'an and Science
The Easy Dictionary of the Qur'an
National Union Catalog
A Contemporary Approach to a Veiled Text
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